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[written in Alexander Parris’s hand] 
 
[crossed out: The lantern] 
 
 There is to be 11 windows in the Tower, the opening to be 2 feet 3 inch square 
each window or opening to have good strong etc. shutters to be hung in tow parts shut 
closely into a rabet  [crossed out: The sashes are to be Iron  Wrought Iron  cast iron, to 
contain to be hung in two parts to shut into a rabet cut into the stone]  There to be a cast 
iron sash and frame the frame set in to the brick work the sash is to be hung in two parts 
each part to [crossed out: have] be glazed with [crossed out: 12 by] 2 panes to cast of 12 
by 10 inch of double thickness glass, well fastened to the sash with lead pins and well 
bedded in putty, to have [crossed out: illegible] fastings. 
 
 There is to be two doors 2 panneled to the privy, 6 by 2/3 [crossed out: one] 1 ¼ 
thick [crossed out: hung]  the privy is to have suitable guts,  2 [this appears to be 
overwritten by the numeral 1] Entrance doors 6 x 6 by 3 feet being in two parts 2 inches 
thick 2 pannels to each [fold?] one inner 4 pan’d door of the same dimension to be made 
and hung single.  [crossed out:  There are door] There is to be a [crossed out: partition 
wrought] wrought partition tunged and groved of not over 6 inches wide each pice and 1 
¼ thick paned on both sides, put up at each story to shut off the stairs  a 4 pand door at 
the landing 6 f[eet] 6 [inches] by 2 f[eet] 6 in[ches]  1 ¼ inch thick.  All the wood work 
to be good seasond pine except the outer entrance door which is to be of oak. [crossed 
out: the  of the] All the doors and shutters are to be hung with copper hinges put on with 
copper rivets. The outer or entrance door to have a good lock and bolt, the other doors to 
have handles and latches.  The shutters to have fasting for [putting?] them too and secure 
them open, [crossed out: the sashes] 


